Let Adept be the C.U.R.E. for Your Chain of Identity
for Gene Therapy
Companies specializing in gene therapy must ensure that the right medicine makes it to the right patient, at the
right time, every single time. Gene therapy is at the forefront of medicine, making it a sensitive process that requires
a centralized and complete record of identity so that brands can track their products every step of the way.
The supply chain of these sensitive products must guarantee the integrity and identity of the patient from the
moment cells are collected to be modified, until the time they are infused.
Adept understands the importance of Chain of Custody and Chain of Identity and has a breadth of serialization
and traceability expertise that can be applied to gene therapy’s unique record of custody and record of identity
challenges. Adept can provide your company the following:
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Confidence that your
therapy is collected,
transported, manufactured and dispensed with
full traceability and with
no possibilities of
mix-ups, delays or loss of
product
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Unique Assurance

Repeatable Processes

Embedded Technology

Unique assurance on
the identity, purity,
strength and composition of your gene
therapy

Repeatable processes
that can be executed over
and over and applied
throughout various supply
chain scenarios

Embedded packaging
technologies used for the
identification and
traceability of each
process step and each
individual therapy

About Adept Packaging
The gene therapy packaging experts at Adept Packaging are the industry leaders in providing simple, efficient, and
effective packaging programs. Don’t let packaging predicaments prevent your product’s success – solve them
before they start with Adept Packaging. Our gene therapy packaging experts can create packaging programs for
companies at every stage, crafting your packaging process so you can get on with saving lives.
Adept is the leading expert for packaging engineering and serialization, providing teams with flexible, scalable service
through staffing, engineering services, business processes and technology. Our portfolio of accelerators and products
capture and create value from packaging. Our collaborative team is always on top of the latest trends in packaging
technology, while developing services and products geared toward the trends in our clients’ industries.
Contact Us With Any of Your Gene Therapy Packaging Needs
www.adeptpackaging.com inquiry@adeptpackaging.com +1.484.373.2504

